
Our video instructions provide the best guidance for setting up your Golf Chipping Float. 
They can be viewed online at

TEE-KI ISLAND GOLF CHIPPING FLOAT
assembly INSTRUCTIONS



Install the net by attaching the 
velcro material on the net edge 
to the velcro on the inside of 
the chipping target. Use one 
hand to hold the net in place 
and the other hand to press the 
velcro in place. 

Remove and save the oval shaped 
foam piece from the center of the 
target. This piece can be added 
back later to increase the dif�culty 
of the game.

Insert the �ag stick into the hole 
on the at side of the �oating 
chipping target opposite the side 
with the pre-attached loop.

To play, push the �oating chip-
ping target out into the pool or 
use a pool cleaning net to push to 
the center of the pool and hit the 
foam balls off the included turf. 
NOTE: The target was not 
designed to be thrown into the 
pool. Such action could invalidate 
the warranty. 

Clip one end of the string to the 
pre-installed loop and attach 
the other end to the ladder, 
deck chair, or other �xed object. 
This will allow you to easily 
retrieve the shipping target 
between rounds. Note: Clip the 
string to something close to the 
pool so you don’t create a 
tripping hazard.

Once you are done, pull the 
string to retrieve the �oating 
chipping target and/or use a 
pool cleaning net to scoop up 
any balls that missed the 
target. Repeat!
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Add the foam insert to increase 
the dif�culty and test your skill. 
Note: the foam can swell when 
it’s wet, so you may need to 
remove the velcro net so the 
foam will �t. 

Locate the oval shaped foam 
insert included in your �oating 
chipping target

It’s that easy. We hope you enjoy 
this game as much as we do!

WARNINGS

For a Harder Chipping Game

• This product is a toy and is NOT a life saving device, nor is it meant to be used as a �oat to support the weight of 
any human or animal.  
• Children should be supervised at all times around the pool.
• Products used while playing this game, including but not limited to the golf balls, golf clubs, etc., could potentially 
�y erratically and could hurt people or animals or damage property.  As a result, when using this product, the pool 
and the area opposite the golfers should be clear of people, animals, and property that can be damaged.
• Be aware of the rope during use.  Supervise children to avoid them getting tangled by the rope and avoid swimming 
in the pool while the �oating chipping target is in the pool to avoid getting wrapped up in the rope and potentially 
drowning.
• Remove the product from the pool after use and store and a clean and dry environment to avoid any misuse of the 
product by children or others.
• Keep the balls, rope, and net away from children as they could potentially be a choking hazard.
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